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ABSTRACT
The workshop for persons engaged in the training of

Adult Basic Education (ABE) teachers had two major objectives: (1)
that a clear analysis of the state of the art in ABE teacher training
be formulated and made available to the field, and (2) that faculty
members who need this information be brought up to date, thereby
increasing the effectiveness of existing programs awl encouraging the
development of new ones. Six program objectives were formulated and
served as a core for developing an evaluative questionnaire which was
sent to all participants six months following the workshop. The
questionnaires were returned and 64 percent of the responses are
discussed in relation to the program objectives. Two central
questions guided the assessment of the impact of the workshop on
participants and the field: (1) how well did the workshop design
facilitate the attainment of the goals established by the planning
committee, and (2) how well did the substantive content serve to
insure the achievements of the workshop objectives. These questions
were examined in relation to 10 aspects of the workshop: recruitment,
participant expectations, resource personnel, work groups, plenary
sessions, group reports, cognitive achievement, field trips, the
black caucus, postworkshop evaluations, and graduate students as
project staff members. (BP)
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1N.ROOUC!.10:

In tiarch, 1969, the University o: Chicago convened the Workshop to

Increase and Improve University Teacher Trainin:, in Adolt Basic Educe*ion.

This Workshop was one of thirty -tao teacher-training proposals funded in

1963 under Section 309 of the Adult Education Act of 1966. Summary

information on this Workshop will be reported in three sections: an

assessin of workshop objectives, an assessment of program objectives,

and staff observations of workshop activities and participant involvement.

ASSESSNZNT OF WORKShOP OBJECTIVES

The Workshop had two major objectives: the assembling of 100

University faculty members currently or potentially engaged in ABE

teacher training and 20 leaning researchers so that a) a clear analyt,is

of the state of the art in ABE teacher trainine, be formulated and made

available to the field, and h) faculty members who need this information

be brought up to date thereby increasing the effectiveness of existing

prorai.a and eneouLagIng Lite duvelopmenL of new ones.

Eighty-six participants were recruited: 42 professors, 22 professola-

adminis:rators, 14 &overnmental personnel, and 3 others who had specific

involvement in An but did not fall into the :above categorieF.

Twenty-two resource personnel conducting research on adult develop-

ment or in adult education prepared research papers on their activities

or findings. A unique aspect of the program was the distribution of these

papers to the participants for study prior to meeting with the resource

personnel. In this way, workshop time was utilized more efficiently in

that general sessions were devoted to a discussion and critical analysis

of the research papers with the resource personnel. Small work groups

were utilized to aeverate Jata from participaaLs relevant to proble,s in

ABE teacher training. Field trips and demonstration sessions balanced

the theoretical concerns emphasized in the papers with the practical

exigencies found in the concrete situation. The lecture format was used

only once in the entire workshop; this was an address given by the

banquet speaker. The emphasis on substantive inputs and participant

interaction was considered by the project staff to be the strength of the

procedural arrangerents.
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Researcl, papers alon: with particip,no daLa will he mde available

to the general public by t,:ns of a publication which has been prepared

and is now ready for printinl..

ASSESSME OF PROCKAM OBJECTIVES

Six profra objectives were formulated by a planning committee

recruited from representative ,roups within the field of ABE. These

objectives served as a core for developing an evaluative questionnaire

which was sent to all participants six months following the Workshop.

Sixty-four percent of the questionnaires was returned. The respondents'

data arc reported below in terms of the program objectives.

1. The participant should understand the magnitude of functional

illiteracy in the United States and _projections of that_nyoblc!il to 2000

A.D, Only 3Y, (2) of the participants indicated that the workshop did

not give them a more realistic understanding of the magnitude ef the

problm while 7% (4) indicated that they had not ieceived more under-

standing of the projected nature of the problem. An equal number of

participants (47Z (26)] either understood the magnitude of the problem

before the workshop or gained that: understanding while at the workshop.

Far fewer participants [22Z (11)] understood the nature of the projected

nature of the problem while (71Y, (39) ] of the participants indicated

'hat they gained this understanding at the workshop.

2. Participants should be able to develop ABE traininll_pro.uraws in

his own institution and have a comra'tment to do so. From 40 to 62% of

the participants indicated that they had been helped by tho workshop

on actual planning, implerentinn, contributin to, evaluating, or jus:A-

fyint' an ABE pro Jr.r in their n.wn institution. The greatest number of

persons (62:) reported use of workshop information in justifying to

their instituticns the need for developing or expanding an ABE teacher

training program.

The number of participants who had used information from the workshop

"very little" or "not at all" ranged fr.xa 11 to 16'4 in the abcve areas.

In terns of corlAtment, participants were asked to report on their

extent of activities in the ABE teacher training areas since the workshop.

Of the total group reporting the range of activities in either "plo_nned"

or "planned and imple:.:e.ted" such programs was 70.9 to 72.77. Sixty

percent have e:..panded their ABE training program; 69.1 and 72.7; of the



participants intend to "implement new programs", or intend to "implement

improvements in existing programs within six months".

Among professors, the primary target audience, the extent of ABE

teacher training activities ranged from 56.7% (have expanded my ABE

teacher training program) to 86.7% (have planned and implemented new

programs).

3. Justifying to his Institutiou the need to move to develoe

ARE teacher training programs.

Of the respondents to the questionnaire, 62% reported that they had

used the information received at the workshop for justifying to their

institutions the need for developing or expanding an ABE teacher training

program. Examples of specific comments follow:

"The ABE workshop was one of the most valuable educational experiences

I have had. This year (b9-70) the University of Minnesota is offering

a series of four graduate courses in adult basic education.

"Llucation Curriculum E. Instruction 182A;

ABE: An Introduction

"EDCI 182B, Characteristics of ABE Students

"EDCI 182C, Methods and Materials for ABE Instruction

"EDCI 182D, Research and Evaluation in ABE

"These courses are a direct result of the ABE conference"

"Since the Chicago Workshop, we at Morehead State University have

planned and implemented a Master's degree in adult education. One of

the options will be ABE.

"During the 1969-70 academic year, we will have three two-day in-

service training workshops for ABE personnel. The emphasis will be on the

psychology of the adult learner".

"We were able to incorporate some of the ideas and knowledge into

our 3-week ABE teacher-training workshop held on campt:s this past summer".

"We now are conducting these short-term workshops (1-2 day) through-

out the year for the State Department, and are using the information

during those activities".

"My position is limited as an administrator, not as a teacher. As

you may know I helped plan a State - wide workshop last June to which

representatives of fourteen Maryland colleges and universities were

invited. I prepared a mimeographed statement of the Chicago ABE
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Workshop which I later mailed to the participants in Chicago.

"The outcome of the Maryland workshop was the presentation by

several colleges and community colleges of proposals. My own college

reorganized the summer workshop to be credit-bearing the undergraduate

credit. Our degree programs are still on paper. I have had material

from several participants and resource people and had met many of ahem

since, especially at the Galaxy where ABE was in full force!"

"As a direct result of the conference a series of 4, 3-credit

(quarter system), graduate level courses in area of ABE have been

established".

4. The participant should be able to assess the effectiveness and

efficiency of cur.-ent ABETrograms and teacher training activity, both

public atld_Lrixate.

Thirty-six percent of the respondents indicated that the workshop had

helped a great deal and quite a deal in evaluating the "effectiveness and

efficiency of an ABE program"; 46% indicated that they had used the in-

formation from the workshop in the same way in "current teacher training

activities".

A sample of specific comments were:

"I have utilized the majority of the position papers in the conduct

of the activities of the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration

Center and have constantly referred to them as a resource in project

development. The levels of research presented were excellent but I was

disappointed with the work of groups in summarizing the information

(prevented, perhaps, by limited time and energy). The Workshop, therefore,

provided "infomation but did not develop tasks for the group to accomplish

in terms of priorities for the national ABE Program effort".

"It has aided in modifying content of a graduate course in adult

basic education and in increasing my usefulness as supervision of adult

education interns in ABE.

"In planning for the course mentioned above and in planning an

institute in adult education for adult basic education teachers".

5. The participant should be able to consider the variables of

instructor, student, methods, materials and their inter-relationship.

7
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Ei.;hty percent of the respondents indicated that they were helped a

great deal or quite a deal in considering major variables in relationship

to each other. Over 907: were satisfied with the stress placed on each

variable except in the case of methods and student variable in which

22Z and of the respondents felt that too little stress was placed

on these variables respectively.

6. The participant should he able to prepare teachers to use a

knowled_.e of cultural) social psvcholo.;ical, emotional and economic

differences in modifvin2 instruction.

Approximately 50-4 of the respondents indicated that they had been

helped "a great deal" or "quite a deal" themselves in understandin6

cultural, social and economic aspects of ABE student differences; about

357, indicated that they were helped in the psychological and emotional

aspects to the same extent. In terms of preparing; teachers to plan and

modify instruction on these student differences there was less success

according; to the perceptions of the participants. Forty three percent

indicated that they had received a great deal or quite a deal of help in

the cultural, social and economic aspects; 29% indicated that they were

aided to the same extent in the emotional aspect and 33% in the psycho-

aspect.

Summa x.-- Six months following the workshop, the respondents to the

questionnaire reported that, in general, the first five program objectives

were achieved for most participants. Although one half of the respondents

reported that they were helped a great deal or quite a deal in their

understanding of the various dimensions surrounding ABE student differ-

ences, apparently they did not feel that the wcrkshop prepared them in

comnunicating this knowledge of ABE student differences to others, so

that instruction could be modified in light of these differences.

Therefore, in terms of the data reported by the participants, program

objectives, with the exception of number six, appeared to have been met

by the workshop program.

STAFF OBSERVATION ON WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES
AND PARTICIPANT INVOLVEMENT

In assessing the impact of the workshop on participants and the

field, two central questions guided this overall critique: (1) How well

did the workshop design facilitate the attainment of the goals established
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by the plannie, cocAttee? and (2) How well did the substantive content

serve to insure the achievement of the Workshop objectives? These

questions were applied to ten aspects of the workshop: recruitment,

participant expectations, resource personnel, work groups, plenary

sessions, group reports, cognitive achievement, field trips, the

black caucus, post workshop evaluations and graduate students as

project staff members.

Recruitment.-- Perhaps the weakest area of the workshop was the inability

to recruit the full complement of university and college personnel

involved or potentially interested in developing ABE teacher training

programs. Recruitment was to be implemented through two existing associar

tions: the Council of State Directors of Adult Education and the Commission

of the Professors of Adult Education. Some state directors of adult

education lacked the required information on adult education pre-service

programs in their states and were unable to recommend potential parti-

cipants. The fifty-member Commission of the Professors of Adult Education

was represented at the workshop by six professors, including the project

director. In the light of the number of professors expressing a willing-

ness to participate, the recruitment focus was broadened and a larger

number of practitioners were invited to the workshop than had been intended.

This change in the focus of recruitment was not without its positive

effects. For even though some practitioners viewed the workshop in a

limited and pragmatic way, a number of members of this group proved to be

very capable of conceptualizing problems in a broad perspective. They

contributed much to the workshop surpassing some who were in the professor

category in their conceptual abilities.

Another difficulty in recruitment has its origin in the nature of the

recent mushrooming growth of teacher training institutes. Some individuals,

catapulted into the expert status in ABE since 1965, experienced status

dissonance when invited to attend a workshop as a participant. Some

refused the invitation indignantly; those who came experienced a great

deal of difficulty in accepting the role of learner rather than leader.

Despite recruitment problems, in general, post-workshop data indicate

that the workshop served as a stimulus for developing a number of new

teacher train!ng programs and that the content of a number of other teacher

training efforts have had the benefit of the research which was presented

9
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and discussed at the workshop. The data also show that the workshop parti-

cipants have made substantial use of resource persons they met at the

workshop with the result that new communication nets have been established

within the field.

Participant Expectations.-- A number of participants apparently perceived

the Workshop to be quite a different experience from the design intended

by the planning conmdttee. The project staff and members of the planning

committee were also frustrated at the workshop by what appeared to be the

irresponsibility of some professionals who *Jere not applying themselves

seriously to the designated tasks.

The variety of expectations expressed by participants did, however,

provide for a debate on priority issues stimulating both conflict and

discussion. This can be viewed in a positive way. Participants were made

aware of divergent views of groups involved in ABE teacher training. If

this diversity of viewpoints is seen as problematic, at least the pro-

blem was defined and the distance between empiricists and pragmatists

(as well as those who stand between) has been demonstrated.

Again, despite the pros and cons regarding the conflict in expectations,

the data collected seven months after the workshop indicate that most

participants, upon reflection, found the workshop provided them with a great

deal or quite a bit of information. This was expressed in terms of the

way they viewed ALE research problems, the way in which many had incorporated

new information into their teacher training programs, the high number of

contacts made amcng participant:), staff and resource personnel following

the workshop, and the extent to which new ABE teacher training programs

were designed or former programs expanded.

Resource Personnel.-- Regrettable as it may be that papers from the resource

personnel were not distiibuted prior to the workshop, papers were distri-

buted on arrival and the first day kept free for reading time. Some

participants, for whatever reason, did not utilize the time provided

at the workshop for the reading and studying of the papers.

Resource personnel were employed not only to write papers, but also to

act as a resource for discussions with the small groups or individual parti-

cipants. Participants took only limited advantage of the opportunity to

invite resource personnel to informal small interest groups or to designated
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small gloup se:;sions. In general, resource personnel were used only in
the small group sesions where they had been assigned.

Nonetheless, the resource personnel and their papers constituted the
core of the workshop. Though the papers often had not been read care-
fully, if at all, by some participants, the group reports indicate that
the material presented was utilized. Peraaps the discussions at the
general meetings followed by discussion in the small groups made up in
part for the lack of individual study. Post evaluative data indicate that
many participants were stimulated by the workshop to read the papers
carefully following their return home.

Small ashaaTE.-- Although it was the planners' intent that individuals
or snail groups use their time in ways which seemed appropriate to them,
many participants felt restricted in their freedom to do so. Temporary
chairman, appointed from the planning committee to iniiiate small group
activity, functioned for the first meeting only, after which the group
choose its own leaders and set its own agenda. Reports indicate that each
group utilized highly differentiated approaches to its tasks and in fact,
exorcized a great deal of freedom in selecting both the content to be
considered and the discussion structure and procedures.

Apparently, the small groups felt more constricted in the use of their
time titan could be justified by an examination of the workshop schedule.

Participant perceptions of available freedom may have reflected the

participants' inability to deal with unstructured situations, or a basic
conflict between the strong work orientation of the planners and their own.
Workshop days, with the exception of Sunday, were anticipated to be full
working, days.

Small group activity and congeniality were affected strongly by the
group leadership. The differences anion i groups was distinct. In some
groups, the leadership was of such quality that members did not express
anxiety about their tasks and were able to utilize the freedom each group
had to approach their tasks as they saw fit.

Plenary Sessions.--Resource personnel, other than the Chairman of the
President's Advisory Committee on ABE, had been explicitly requested by
the project director not to read their papers. Resource personnel were
scheduled to discuss their papers with the group in general sessions.
It is clear that the expectation that participants would have read the
papers critically was unrealistic. The consequence was that the discussion
of papers which many had not read was of limited effectiveness.
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'The greateqt limitation in the geeeral sessions was that of participants'

faili.ag to avail themselves of the opportunity to prepare themselves for

the discussions.

On the other hand, those participants who knew what their problems

were and had taken advantage of the opportunity to prepare themselves for

the discussions were able to pursue their interests as a member of the

group within the general session and individually with the resource persons

following the sessions.

Although the effectiveness of the general sessions was hampered by

the fact that too few of the participants were adequately prepared for dis-

cussion, it appears that the discussions which were held stimulated many

participants to think about the issues and to return to the papers as

references at a later time.

Groee_EcLarts.-- The quality of the group reports was varied and indicated

that some groups lacked the ability to address themselves to their tasks

in an ors!aniP.ed manner. Deqpire the poor quality of some reports, others

indicated a sophisticated and brow' perspective on the problems to which

the group addressed itself.

Even though some members of some groups appeared ill-prepared to

function responsibly in this setting, the philosophy of the project director,

the planning committee, and the host institution was such, that because

this ability is considered so critically important, that opportunities

must be provided for individuals to develop these competencies, despite

the attendant problems.

ainitive ACIlievewent.-- The cognitive tests, which were through necessity

hastily constructed and unsatisfactory in many respects, were seen as

threats to the professional status of some participants. On the other

hand, because cognitive tests were given and because of the obvious

weaknesses in the tests, the participants were confronted with the issue

of measurement in training activities and became involved in the serious

consideration of such activities for their own programs. Although no

objective, valid, or reliable results can be reported as a result of the

administration of the specific tests, the strong participant reaction to

the phenomenon of being tested, in and by itself, seems to justify their

administration.

12
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Field Trips.-- The walking tour of the ghetto elicited strong response.

Some participants chose not to participate on ethical grounds, consider-

ing the activity inappropriate and insensitive to the feelings of the

area residents. Others could not conceive of any benefits which would

result fro such an investment of their time. Some participants with

serious reservations, who pari.icipated in the walking tour, later reported

that the person to person contact with the "gang members" who acted as

guides, enlarged their understanding of the educational and community

concerns of these young men. The fact that one of the guides, Paul Martin,

minister of information for the Black Peace-Stone Nation, who was shot and

killed within nine months after the workshop should serve as a reality

test for those whose leadership level in ABE removes them from direct

contact with the problems of their clientele. On the post workshop

evaluations, no other single program activity was referred to as often

as or considered as beneficial as the walking tour of the ghetto.

The field trips to the Adult Basic Education day and evening centers

were also viewed by some participants as unnecessary. It was disturbing

to hear from some participants the statement that, "if you have seen one

ABE program, you've seen them all". The opportunity to visit a traditional

program as both a learning experience and a common experience to facilitate

interaction in the work groups was utilized by most participants. The

common problem of host institutions presenting a more favorable view of

their programs than what exists was balanced by a ranel of classroom based

professionals who appeared following the trips in a plenary session.

These data forced work groups to consider the complexity of the problems

surrounding ABE on the operational level, as evidenced from the group

meetine, reports.
1

The Black Caucus.-- The workshop suffered because some of the more articulate

black members elected to spend much of their time considering racial problems,

some of which were related to ABE. Their exclusiveness deprived the

wont groups of the opportunity to become acquainted with some of the most

talented black ABE professionals. Although they had been selected as

individual specialists, some black participants chose to view themselves

1See Appendix E1 -E41
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primarily as representatives of an ethnic group. Since the Black Caucus

Report
2
was unsigned, it cannot be determined how many participants the

report represents. Clearly some black and other minority members were not

included in the caucus and a visible division among minority group members

was apparent.

It should be noted that the report itself makes rearence to the

fact that its criticisms of minority group participation in ABE was not

related to this workshop, since the black membership was over-represented

in terms of general population percentages.

It must be recognized that there is validity to the concerns expressed

in the report and it appeared that the presentation of this report did

more to sensitize the participants to these concerns than any other activity

at the workshop.

Post Workshop Evaluations.-- Those questions on the evaluations which called

for subjective coranents should be viewed critically. Comments tended to be

extremely positive or extremely negative, a fact which emphasizes the need

for caution in their interpretation. The proclivity of ABE personnel to be

uncritical may account for many unwarranted positive assessments; the

marginality of professionals in adult education may account for many

unwarranted negative assessments. The strength of the formal evaluation

lies in its ability to elicit factual statements ltgarding the effects of

the workshop on teacher activity. With a subjective evaluation only those

consequences consciously perceived and reported by participants are receved.

The evaluation of this workshop along with evaluations of other

similar activities in teacher training is general and not highly specified.

It only serves as a general measure of the effectiveness of the workshop.

Graduate Students.-- As is the case of all programs conducted by the

University of Chicago's Adult Education Special Field Faculty, the

involving of students in the workshop is viewed as one portion of a total

experience of graduate education. Even though they rendered valuable service

as recorders for the small groups, their contributions were not as great

as the benefits they derived from the experience, a situation which seems

entirely appropriate for students in a graduate program in adult education.

2
See Appendix E42-E43
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On the other hand, those graduate students who did participate were
expased to the most thoughtful people in ALE research, theory and practice.
If these individuals rise to positions of influence and service in the
field, these learning experiences may have major impact on programs they
develop and the relative importance they place on ABE in their programs.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

In reviewing the connents of the participants and their performance

during the workshop it seems reasonable to conclude that although a

minority cf them had erroneous impressions of the purposes of the workshops
and felt quite frustrated with the planners' expectation that each person
should assume a major share of the responsibility for his own learning,

the majority of those attending appeared to adjust to the unique format
with minimal difficulty. On the whole, it is the conclusion of the

workshop Director that the workshop was successful in assisting the

majority of the participants to make significant progress in achieving

the announced goals.

15
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

With the advent of federal funding of ABE under the 0E0 Act of 1965
and the adult education act of 1966, the ABE enterprise has increased ra-
pidly and has become more specialized. Federally funded programs involved

37,991 students in 1965 and it is estimated that tht figure will increase
to over 455,437 students in 1968. 1

Under the sponsorship of the Ford Foundation, three "Trainer of

Trainers" workshops in adult basic education were held in 1965 to bring

together those who were believed to have the knowledge of teacher training
and those who were felt to have an understanding of the population to be

served and the problems to be attacked through such workshops. Annually,
the USG,: has funded siwilar waL-kahops in order to develop a cadre of

teachers sensitive to and with the competencies for working with the adult
student in basic education.

Increasingly, many responsible for developing teacher trainers have

become aware that what expertise and research in adult basic education
exists is found in a number of diverse allied fields or in enclaves within

the literacy field; this expertise and research is often unknown to the

practitioner and in quite a few cases to the teacher trainers.

Another allied problem in teacher training for adult basic education
lies in the area of developing more preservice training opportunities.

With the advent of full time career lines being established, it appeared

imperative to extend opportunities for adult basic education teacher train-

ing into university pre-service training programs.

Yet, many institutions now doing teacher training in adult education

did not include components preparing students for teaching adult basic

education. Potential teacher training institutions were not aware of the

1
Adult Basic Education--Meeting the Challenge of the 1970's, First

Annual Report of the National Advisory Committee on Adult Brsic Education to
the President of the United States and Secretary of Health, 'Aucation, and
Welfare (Washington: Department of Health Education and Welfare, August, 1968).

-1-
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knowledge baze in .:dolt .0asic education which wou1.1 be prerequisite for

developin:% such a progro. Also, some institutions with a long history

of work in litt'raty teacher trainin6 wk re net specifically involved in

the main stream of adult basic education endeavors.

This workshop therefore had two major objectives: the assembling of

100 university faculty members currently or potentially engaged in ABE

teacher training and 20 leading researchers so that (a) a clear analysis

of the state of the art in ABE teacher training be formulated and made

available to the field, and (b) faculty members who need this inf'rmation

be brour,ht up to date thereby increasing the effectiveness of existing

programs and encouraging the development of new ones.

The interest of the University of Chicago in these problems was

based on a number of experiences. In 1964, reeognizin; the need for

cent ra l i.r. ink sources of information related to adult basic education, the

University of Chicago solicited a $1000 grant from the Adult Education

Council of Creator Chicago in order to prepare an annotated bibliography

in this area.
1 Three graduate students from the Department of Education

prepared this bibliography.

The Department of Education was simultaneously working with the

Cook County Department of Public Aid and the Chicago Public School System

on problems related to the over 4000 students in their adult basic education

program. Through this cooperative effort a joint advisory committee was

formed bringing together personnel from various levels of both organizations

in order to find ways of improving the delivery of education to those

students receiving public assistance. Under the stimulation of this

joint advisory committr:e, in-service programs have been and are continuing

to be clevoloNd fur adult basic education teachers.

Through these: experiences and with the knowledge that these problems

and similar ones could be found throughout the country, it seemed not only

justifiable, but imperative to propose a national conference on the state

of the art in adult basic education teacher training.

'Ann Hayes, Daniel Lupton, Nancy Lighthall, An Investigation of

Materials and Methods for the Introductory Stage of Adult Literacy Educa-

tion (Chicago, III.: Adult Education Council of Creator Chicago, 19(4).
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The Freject Director contacted a number of leaders in adult batic

education across the country about these concerns and their reactions to

the devolopin.: of such a workshop. 1heir response was positive and each

agreed to cooperate in the planning and execution of such a worl:shop, if

it were to be funded. individnAs eventually became the planninl;

committee for the workshop.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

In order to assess the best resource persons and research to provide

the content of the workshop, several preparatory activities were carried

out.

The assistant project director researched the ERIC system for all

published reports related to adult basic education. Materials and publi-

cations wore assembled and critically reviewed to provide a basis rot pro-

gram content.

The prcjcct director and assistant project director visited all of

tho 309 projects to search for research which had progressed sufficiently

enough to be reported at the workshop; unfortunately there was none found.

An agenda was developed for the planning committee which posed a

number of questions about issues in adult basic education along with a

proposed list of resource personnel which had been distilled from the

literature and from the field study of 309 projects.
1

In October, 1968 the planning committee was convened for three days

in a work session.
2 The composition of the planning committee was devised

so as to represent the various organizations involved in and with known

expertise about adult basic education: state and local public officials,

representatives fro National Association for Public School Adult Education

(NAPSAE), International Readin.., Association (IRA), Commission of the Professors

of Adult Education (CPAE), National Adult Education Clearinghouse (NAEC),

Adult Education Association (AEA) and literacy efforts (i.e., Laubach

Literacy Fund, Inc.) Fortunately a representative of ESC, the organization

which had been given a contract to evaluate the 1968 teacher training

institutes, was also able to work with the planning committee from the outset.

1
Appendix A-1

2For minutes from this meeting, see Appendix A-4
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The planning committee assisted in identifying further resource

personnel and made the final selection of resource people who were to

be invited to the work hop. They approved the general approach to the

workshop, as outlined by the project director, and agreed on the following

objectives and strategies for accomplishing these objectives:

A. Ob'ectives:

The participant should be able to:

1. Understand the magnitude of the problem of functional illiteracy

in the United States and projections of that problem to 2000 A.D.

2. Develop AIIE training programs in his own institution and have

a coutuitment to do so.

3. Justify to his institution the need to move to develop ABE

teacher training programs.

4. Assess the effectiveness and efficiency of current ABE programs

and teacher-training activity, both public and private.

5. Consider the variables of instructor, student, methods, and

materials and their interrelationship.

6. Prepare teachers to use a knowledge of cultural, social,

psychological, emotional, and economic differences in modifying

instruction.

These objectives were developed based on a number of assumptions and

assertions which the planning committee agreed were presently valid in the

field of adult basic education.

1. The effectiveness and efficil:ncy of student learning in adult

basic education can be improved through programs designed to train teachers.

2. The proceedings of the workshop will include an introduction,

rese.Irch presepted at the workshop, discus: ion suTrInries, conclusion, And

guidelines for future research and for program development.

3. ABE teacher training on university campuses at present does not

provide clear connections between theory and classroom practice.

4. The professors training ArF, teachers at: present are no better

equipped with knowledge of adult basic education, for the most part, than

the teachers they are teaching. Also, they themselves have not hnd the

kinds of experience in modifying their teaching in off-campus situations

that they must teach ABE teachers.
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5. Because of tho paucity of empirical data on :Ault basic education

there is a need for a statmont of research needs.

G. The worhbhop h.n thLee level:; of cotwern or three curricula: the

actual ABE program; Lhc teacher tlainin,,. program; and the pre:6nm for

trainers.

7. Colleges and universities already are preparing ABE teachers

without realizing it, since elementary and secondary school teachers re-

precent the bulk of ALE teachers.

8. The workshop will provide an assessment of the quality of research

in A1i), i.e., the state of the art.

9. One need is to break down the myths, false conceptions, and stereo-

types now held by teachers of adult basic education and their professors

about ALE clientele.

B.

Strategies for .oliplementation of the procedural and program objectives

werc. al.io tiered on.

1. The workshop will to content oriented. Assuming the sophisticatnd

nature of the audience, research papers will be distributed and read

privately. croup meetings will be reserved for a discussion of the content

of the papers with their authors.

2. The workshop schedule will be designed so as to provide for

small work groups who through further discussion of the research presented

and in light of their mambers' expertise will be charged with developinL

their own data in terms of teacher training, research and dissemination

strategics.

3. Assuming chat some participants may not be familiar on a first

hand basis with the problems of urban ghetto life or inztitutionali;:ed

programs dealing with adult baAc education and assuming further that a

common experience in the practical problems facing teachers and trainers

of teachers is important in conceptualizing strategies for teacher

training, field trips should be an integral optional part of the prograr,

design.

4. In light of the specific objectives of the workshop, recruitment

and selection of participants would be a crucial consideration in the

meeting of those objectives. Therefore publicity and participant selection

criteria were carefully spelled out.
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Following the plnnine, weetie,,; project personnel implemented the

progra.n strategies a agreed on by the planning cov.mittee. The successes

nnd foilw in reotin,., the prope:..d criteria for these strater,i(*s will now

be discussed.

PRE WORKSHOP PLANNING

The resource personnel were contacted and asked to submit a written

paper by February on their subject area. All of the proposed resource

personnel accepted the invitation to the workshop, except for Phillip

Hauser and Barbara Chandler. Resource persons were appraised of the

intent of the program, that is to say that their time at the workshop

would be utilized in discussing and debating their papers in general

and small wolk group meetings.

Field trips wore planned carefully. Since the University of Chicago

borders on the most concentrated ghetto area in the city of Chicago, and

one well known because of the organini.ng efforts of Saul Alinsky and the

activities of the alleged largest youth gang in the nation, a walking

tour was planned through this area. In order for this tour to be meaning-

ful in terns of interpreting the experience, members of the Black P' ace

Stone Rangers were contracted to guide small groups through this neighbor-

hood, have lunch as a group, and then meet hack at the University for

discussion of the experience.

Field visits to two different types of ABE program efforts within the

Chicago public school system was arranged: adult day centers and evening

programing in a high school. To prepare participants for this field trip

the directors of the Cook County Department of Public Aid and the Assistant

Superintendent of Continuin Education of the Chico public schools

were asked to present papers outlining the particular local situation in

adult basic education.

Publicity and reeruitnent of participants proceeded along the guidelines

in the proposal and as discussed by the planning committee. An announcement

of the workshop along with application forms was sent to all member institu-

tions of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education and to

all metobers of the Commission of the Professors of Adult Education. Additional

announcevents were sent to the following organizations for inclusion in
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their newsl..fter:, vr journnls:

1. Adult Lducation Association of the U.S.A.

2. As.ociation for Field Services in Teacher Education

3. As.octalion for School, College and University Staffing

4. International RoAding Association

5. National Association for Iublic School Adult Education

6. National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education

7. National Society of College Teachers of Education

Applications were screened and accepted in the following order of

priority:

1. Members of the Commission of Professors of Adult Education.

2. Individuals who have been or are now directing training programs

for adult bosic education teachers.

3. Individuals who will bv directing teacher training programs in

adult basic education.

4. Individuals who have served as faculty members in adult basic

°ducat/en teacher training workshops.

5. Members of the adult education staffs of chief state school

officers.

6. Individuals who are conducting research in adult basic education

with special relevance to teacher training.

PROBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTING AND DEFICIENCIES or THE PROPOSED PLANS

The program planners had made a number of assem)tions about the

resource personnel and the participants. Some of these assumptions proved

not to be tenable when in the concrete situation.

It was generally assured that there wits a high level of professionalism

amon;:, resource personnel and participants. Accordingly, the design of the

workshop was based on the premise that participants would be self-directing

adults prepared to make their own decisions regarding the activities designed

for the program. It was also assumed that potential participants would

read the descriptive literature) distributed in the recruiting phase and

take seriously the extent of the workshop. Through this egalitarian,

See Appendix C-1
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self-selectiin: procedure, pro,,..n. planners expected that those attending,

the Vu'Lshop Would be serious about t.,.,etine pro; rim goals, be aware of the

research orientation of the content aid of the commitment towards work

within task group3.

The consequences of these assumptions were manifested in a number of

areas.

A. Resource Per!onnel

Several problems developed around the selection of and utilization

of'resoeree pert.onnel. Reskurce personnel were uneven in their exrertise

and the quality of the papers reflected this fact. One resource person,

who tv, to be a protagonist for one view on the culture of poverty pre-

pared a paper lackieg a research bane and at the last moment notified the

project director that he rould not coy* to the workshop. His proposed

opponent, with an opposing view on the issue prepared o carefully document-

ed paper indicating high degree of expertise and thoughtful reflection.

Unfortueately, the style of her personal presentation offended many of the

participz.nts resulting in a very unsatisfactory situation whereby the topic,

Culture of Poverty, was not as fully examined by the participants as the

planning; committee had anticipated.

Althou,;h resource personnel had been asked to have their papers com-

pleted by Februtry, the common problem of obtaining these papers on time

plagued the workshop staff. Some resource persons actually brought their

papers with them. This made the cognitive test procedure as planned an impos-

sibility in terms of pre-test.

Several probleirs beear,e yvieent in the selection of resource personnel

as the prce:r.e. prrereed. The economic opprrisal of adult basic education

was unsephi,ticated and lacked depth. The appraisal of certain minority

group problems was insufficient: in one case the presentation of the problem

was shallow; further, the special interests of the rural poor and the

American Indian were not treated adequately by those who presented papers.

B. Participant Recruitment

Since the success in meeting the objectives of the conference was

dependent on the interaction between participant and resource personnel,

the prohlel.s in p:Irticipant recruitment and selection were central.

2E;
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Early in the recruitmnt.period it became evident that the project

personnel had over-estimated the number of University personnel who would

elect to come to such a confere:!co. The project director, reeognizini;

that several states would not ho represeqed, directly contacted state

directors of adult education for help in identifying and recruiting

university personnel within their states. Monroe Neff, Chairman of the

Council of State Directors of Adult Education, and a member of the planning

committee, had already informed this group of the workshop and its ob-

jectives at their annual convention in Seattle in November, 1968.

Unfvrimatoly, state directors were not always able to identify

interested or potentially interested university personnel within their

state and so the total number recruited in this category fell short of the

proposed 100 participants suggested in the proposal. Repeated phone calls

to state offices proved futile in several cases.

As a result more administrators of non-credit programs and directors

of projects involved with teacher training but not university based were

accepted as participants. This mixture of orientations between and among

academicians and practitioners posed a number of situational conflicts at

the workshop. Practitioners tended to he more narrowly concerned with

adult basic education teacher training and approached the problem with

an eye to immediate practical application, usually inservice, in mind.

Academicians tended to view ABE in the broader context of adult education

and focused on the development of tested knowledge which might ultimately

be of value in the long term development of pre-service programs for 1:e

time career opportunities,

In dealin6 with the content of the workshop, a number of practitioners

were hesitant to approach the subject matter as designed by the progrPm

planners. Because of their expectations regarding conferences these parti-

cipants appeared to be ill prepared to accept the responsibility for reading

papers prior to group sessions and utilizing resource personnel for the

debating of their ideas and extending the discussion beyond the papers.

Another generalized attitude of the practitioners, which was in conflict

with the program design, centered around premature closure of discussions

and dolling with practical application of the research to their immediate

problems. University personnel, on the other hand, tended to be more
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critical of generalized approaches and simple explanations of complex

phenomena; they tended to keep discussions open, resist conclusions

and dc;h:aud the explicit ackne::lederit of assumptions, and the presenta-

tion of hard data and empirical verification. Not all of the professors

exhibited this theoretical orientation.

Whether these polarized approaches to the content of the workshop

were good or bad is a matter of opinion; the case may be argued either way.

Suffice it to say that the heterogeneity of the participants provided the

basis for tension throughout tne workshop.

C. Evaluation of Cognitive Cain

The cognitive tests and their use in measuring the effects of the

workshop were mentioned previously. Since the use of post-test was not

possible due to the late arrival of a substantial number of papers, the

project personnel prepared and administered a post-test based on the

research papers. Again problems developed. Participants resisted the

administration of the test with the result that some took the tests

willingly, some took the tests tnwillingly, and some refused to take the

tests. The results of the cognitive gain tests were thus so fragmented

that the procedure and results v!re not definitive. In defense of the

participants' attitudes regarding the test it should be pointed out that

the late arrival and uneven quality of some of the papers made the development

of test items very difficult and uneven in quality. The use of this pro-
,.

gram technique did provide the basis for intense discussion at the work-

shop and may have been successful in drawing to the attention of "Trainers

of Trainers" this device as a means of evaluating cognitive gain in

future iuscrvicc teacher training activities. Indeed, one might well

question the stance taken toward evaluation on the part of the participants.

Clearly there was no coupon understanding of the necessity for or the

methods of evaluating cognitive outcomes.

D. Field Trips

The fie;d trips ,'ire another source of differential participant

response. The value of the time spent on field trips was questioned by

a number of participants; the appropriateness of such a venture in relation-

ship to the orAllawn walking tour was questioned by other participants.
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All field trips were dv!dvot,ttcd as optional and it was expected by the pro gram

planners that particirnts who felt that this was not an appropriate or a

priority learning xpericue for them would assume their freedom of choice

and use the time in studying the research papers or involving themselves

in other educational activities considered to be more helpful to them.

This assumption that the participants were sophisticated enough to utilize

the learning experiences provided by the workshop in highly differential

patterns appears to be invalid. Communications between the program planners

and participants on the pre-conference recruitment material was not

adequate. The selection procedures in admitting participants were not

sensitive enough to insure the screening out of individuals whose experiences

or present positions mitigated against their appreciation of this more

open approach. Clearly the program planners had designed the program

anticipating self-directed, highly autonomous, work oriented participants

and therefore these expectations came in to shlrp contrast with the per-

ceived expectations of some participants.

EVALUATION OF THE WORKSHOP

Data for evaluation was gathered from several sources. The project staff

met daily at the workshop in one hour conferences where a daily assess-

ment of the program was done and modifications made. Following the workshop

a final evaluation meeting was held with special emphasis on the evaluation

of the cognitive gain tests and group reports. The steering committee,

composed of group leaders and the project and assistant project director,

met regularly throughout the workshop, and in a final summary session with

the project staff. TLe final session gave opportunity for apecific

evaluation of small group efforts from the participant leader and

group recorder. Cognitive gain tests administered at the workshop provided

for subjective comments from the participants. Each task group was encouraged

to make comments, criticisms, or suggestions in their final reports.
1

Finally, a formal evaluation of all participants by means of a questionnaire

was done nine months following the workshop.

1See Appendix E-1

2
See Appendix C-16
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Timothy Reagan from Educational Systems Corporation (ESC) also

conducted evaluative activities on the workshop. It was an asset in

the proLlrata plannine proekss to he able to work closely with ESC. Mr.

Reagan was able to be at the planning session as well as visit the workshop

for an on site visit. The project staff appreciated the opportunity to

study and make suggestions on his final evaluative instrument before it

was administered. Finally, the project director, as chairman of the

research section of NEUA, was able to invite Mr. Reagan to speak at the

Galaxy Conference; by this means ABE personnel not attending the 1968

institutes were provided an opportunity to discuss ABE teacher training

and their evaluation with Mr. Reagan.

A. rormal Evaluation

Eighty-six participants attended the workshop; they were distributed

over the following categories:'

41% 36 University or college personnel now engaged in training
teachers in adult basic education in credit courses.

33% 28 University or college personnel now engaged in training
teachers in adult basic education in non-credit courses.

17% 15 University or college personnel who will be engaged in
adult basic education teacher training.

13% 11 Members of adult education staffs of chief state school
officers.

12% 10 USOE personnel.

3% 3 Graduate students who will be engaged in adult basic
education teacher training

1% 1 Foreign visitors
2

6% 5 Members of the Commission. of Professors of Adult Education.

Forty -eight states and territories were represented at the workshop;

four were not (Georgia, North Dakota, Ohio, and Puerto Rico).

'Categories are overlapping; a person may be found in more than one

category.

2As a courtesy to the Canadian Government, a representative from this

country attended the workshop at his own expense.
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A questionnlce with items related directly to these objectives was

prepared and sent to the 86 participants in October. The following data

arc based on returned (10.:tionnlire which nwthered 55 or 647 or the total

number of participants.

The participants wore grouped into categories on the basis of their

involvement or potential involvement in ABE: university professor,

aemprofessor- I i_n_
strator, administrator, governmental personnel, graduate

student, and foreign visitors. Since the professor-administrator and

foreign visitor categories had only 2 and 1 individuals in them respective-

ly, the categories were limited to four combining the professor administra-

tor with the administrator group and adding the foreign visitor-graduate

student together designating it as an "other" category.

Table 1 shows the distribution of participants by these fcur cate-

gories and the percentage within each category that responded to the

Clue stionnaire.

TABLE

PARTICIPANT RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE BY CATEGORIES

===
Categories Number Attending

Workshop

Responded
(N) (%)

No Response
(N) (%)

Professors 42 30 66% 12 347.

Administrators 22 10 49% 12 51%

Government
Employees 14 10 71% 4 29%

Others 8 5 62% 3 38%

Total 86 55 31

The highest response rate came from "Coverument Employees" (71%) and

the lowest response rate was from the "Administrator" category (49%).

The distribution of participants within the respondent group and

their educational attainments are found in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

PARTICIPANT DIsTR111UTIoN AN!) EDUCATION BY CATEGORY

Category Number

(N) (7)

BA or BS Master's Master's
Plus

PhD or
EdD

Professor 30 55 0 1 7 22
Administrator 10 18 0 1 5 4
Government 10 18 2 1 4 3
Other 5 9 0 1 3 1

Total 55 100 2=4% 4-7% 19,:34.57 30-54.5%

Eighty-six percent of the participants responding were male; 14%

were female. The previous teaching experience of participants is summarized

in Table 3.

TABLE 3

TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF PARTICIPANTS BY CATEGORY

Category Graduate Level Adult Level

--..._

College or Uni-
versify Level

Secondary
Level

Junior
High
Level

Professors 18 2 9 1 .
Administrators 3 2 4 1 ..

Government 2 3 2 2 1

Others* 2 1 0 / ..

Total 25 or 46% 8 or 15% 15 or 277 1 5 or 9% 1 or 2

.....

*One No respons6 in this category

The workshop clientele included 55% of the primary target audience;

36% of the group were evenly divided into administrative and governmental

personnel. The group was highly educated with about 55% with the doctoral

degree, and 357, of the group with work beyond the master's level. The

group was predominately male (86%). Seventy-three percent of the parti-

cipants had taught at the university level, with 467. of the participants

having graduate teaching e:perience. Only 15% of the participants indicat-

ed that they had taught adults outside of the formalized school s,.stem.
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When questioned as to whether they had gain2d a more realistic

understandini; of the mnnitude of the litercxy problem in the United

States and of the projectea nature of the problem, 477 indicated that they

now had a more realistic understandin of the nature of the problem and

71% indicated that their understanding of the projected nature of the

problem had increased (Sec sable 4).

TABLE 4

THE INCREASE IN UNDIASTANDING OF THE PRESENT AND FUTURE MAGNITUDE OF

LITERACY IN THE U.S.A.

More Realistic Understanding of

the Magnitude of the Problem

More Understanding of the Projected

Nature of the Problem

Yes 26 47% 39 71%

No 2 37. 4

----
7%

..

Knew Prior
to Workshop 26 47% 11

_

227

No Response = 1

The data show that these participants believed they were more aware of

the present problems of literacy than acquainted with the projected

increase of literacy problems in the U.S.A. Almost one half of the

participants though, reported that they were unaware of the magnitude of

the problem today.

The participants were then asked to express their opinion on how the

workshop had helped them in various adult basic education activities since

their participation. The responses were on a five point scale from a

great deal to not at all. Responses from the choices a great deal and

quite a deal have been combined and contrasted with the choices very

little or not at all. Table 5 summarizes this information.
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TABLE 5

PERCEPTIONS OF PARTICIPANTS ON Ttil HELPFULNESS
OF THE WuRKSII0P IN CERTAIN ABE ACTIVITIES

+biro.
VIIONNID

Activities
Great Deal
Quite

(N)

and
a Deal

Very Little
Not at

(N)

or

All

(70

Planning an ABE or re-
lated degree program 22 40 9 16

Contributing to an ABE or
related de,,.,Lee program 31 56

....

6 11

Evaluating the effectiveness and
efficiency of an ABE program 20 36 8 15

Conducting an ALE or related
degree program 21 38 8 15

Justifying to your institutions
the need for developing or ex-
panding an ABE teacher training
program 34 62 8 15

Evaluating the effectiveness and
efficiency of current ABE teacher
training activities 25 46 9 16

Over the entire range of possible activities, about 46% of the parti-

cipants indicated they had been helped a great deal or quite a deal;

about 14% on the average reported being helped very little or not at all.

The greatest help as perceived by the respondents lay in the help they

received in justifying the developrIont or expansion of ABE teacher train-

ing program to their institution.

The participants were then asked to report on the extent of their

activities since the workshop in order to ascertain how effective the

workshop was in stimulating teacher training activities in adult basic

education. The responses on these activities are reported in Table 6.
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TABLE 6

EXTENT Or PARTICIPANT ACT1VI11LS IN ARE lEACRER TRAINING
SINCE THE WOWHOP BY PERCENT

Activities
Proles-
sors

A minis-
raLors

Govern.;
mentm, Others Total

Have planned and imple-
mented new programs 86.7 40.0 80.0 40.0 72.7

Have planned and imple-
mented improvements in
existing programs

73.3 50.0 100.0 40.0 70.9

---- _--
Intends to implewcnt im-
proveuents in existing
programs within the
next six months

73.3 50.0 80.0 60.0 69.1

Feels more highly motiva-
ted in his work in the
ABE program

73.3 90.0 80.0 80.0 78.2

Have expanded my ABE
teacher training progral 56.7 60.0 80.0 40.0 60.0

The greatest activity in ABE teacher training as reported by the

participants occurred in the professor and governmental categories.

About eighty-seven percent of the professors have planned and implemented

new programs, while lOOX of the governmental personnel report the implementn-

tion of inprovements in existing programs. The highest figure reported for

Administrators (907,) relates to individual motivation in working in

ABE programs.

In order to assess the interaction of the participants, respondents

were asked to indicate what contacts they had made with workshop people.

The information on these items is tabulated in Table 7. (See attached sheet).
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the data show that participants contacted new workshop acquaintances

in the six categories in the following; manner: contacted participants,

rvsourcv t,r:zons) ,end staff (33 contacts by 14.5% of the participants),

contacted two of the categories (80 contacts by 35.1% of the participants),

and contacted one of the three categories (115 contacts by 50.4% of the

participants).

Ninety-one contacts (24.3Z) were made by receiving professional

literature from one of the resource persons; about 77 contacts each

were made on the two items "received professional correspondence from

them" or "had further professional contact with them: meetings, phone

calls". The 55 respondents indicated that 374,or a mean of seven contacts

per participant, were made following the conference to new acquaintances

met there.

The participants were asked a number of questions related to the

content of the workshop. One such question asked that the respondent

rank order in terms of priority the most pressing topics in ABE which

need research. Rank ordering was done on a ten pint scale; Table 8

shows the rank ordering of each area (the first three rank orderings con-

trasted with the last three) by the total group, and by the professor

category alone contrasted with the other three groups.

Almost one half of all respondents agreed that the first four items

were top priority research areas needing study; on the last four research

areas, 1/3 to 2/3 of the respondents could agree that these areas had

lowest priority in terms of need for further study.

When professors who do research were contrasted against the other

three groups who use research some interesting differences of opinion

are noted. The largest d,screpancies were noted in the following areas:

"characteristics of undereducated adults", 33% of the professors

versus 56% of all other participants ranked this category high priority,

with a difference of 23% between groups. "Teaching computational skills"

and "testing for cognitive gain" were considered low priority by pro-

fessors, 57% and 50% respectively; "all others" considered them low

priority areas, 324 and 727.; this discrepancy is a difference of 25%

(teaching computational skills) and 22% (testing for cognitive gain).

Differences between categories on other resource areas varied from 107. to 12%.
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TABLE 8

RANK ORDERING OF PRIORITY RESEARCH AREAS CONTRASTING HIGH RANKING
(1-2 - 3) AGAINST LOW RANE:1NG (8-9-10) HY TOTAL GROUP AND BY

PROFESSOR CATEGORY VS. ALL OTHERS CATEGORY

Total N=55
High(1-3) Low(8-10)

Teaching Mothods and
Techniques

IM1.11

51% 6%

Adult Learner
497, 18%

Counselin & Guidance
46% 15%

Characteristics of
Under-educated
Adults 44% 26%

Teaching Reading
Skills 31% 18%

Teachin..; Language

Skills 24% 33%

Testing, for Cegni-

tive Cain 18% 607.

.....11,ye

Testily, Acquisition
of Skills 154 44%

111
Teaching Computational

Skills 6% 46%

41...1

Professors NO0 All Others N=25
High(1-3) Low(8-10) High(1-3) Low(8-10)

111111.100

47% 10% 56% 0%..
50% 20% 48% 16%...
40% 17% 52% 12%

33% 30% 56% 20%-
307. 17% 32% 20%.
234 30% 24% 36%

20% 50% 16% 727.

em..
20% 47% 8% 40%

3% 577. 8% 32%

Respondents were asked to indicate to what extent the workshop

aided them in considering learning situation variables (instructor,

student, method, and material) in relationship to one another; they were

also asked to identify any variable on which too much or too little

stress had been given at the workshop. These results are shown in

Table 9.

1111.11.1
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TABLE 9

PARTICIPANT PERCEPTIMS ON Li:ARNIM: MTUAT10:: VAR1A1'LES

.................... -0...... + - . ...... .... .. ......... .............

Ite1
A Great Deal or
uite a Great Deal

Very Little
Not at A112

To what extent did the
workshop aid you in con-
sidering major variables
in relationship to each
other

44

Materials

Methods

Student

80

Too Much Stress

(N)

MI.111- ....11
2 4

(7.)

5

-1,

Instructor

Learning Situation
as Strategy 0 0

Integration 0 0

AFotr

4

9

7

7

4

111.....=4...

Item NR Yee No

--------
Too much
stress put
on one
variable

(N) (N ( % )

1 15 22 39 76

Tuo little
stress put
on one
valiable

0 32 58 23

MEMO

42

ef.aMesp.M.r./. .111111..

1....

Too Little Stress

(N) (%)

5

12

9

22

9

2

1
Represents ratings 1 and 2 on

1

1

4

2

2

a five point scale

2Represents ratin3s 4 and 5 on a five point scale

Eighty per cent of the respondents indicated that the conference

aided them in the integration of the four major learning situation variables;

15 or 274 felt too much stress was put on one variable and 32 or 58%

feeling that too little stress was put on one variable. About 20% of the

respondents listed students and methods as having too little stress placei

on them at the conference; 7% indicated that these same two areas had

too much stress placed on them.

39
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Several questions regarding student difference t.. were asked of the

respondents. One item dealt with the extent to which the respondent was

aided in undurstiindin;., differences in various aspects of Ah student

differences; another item :Inked the extent to which the workshop aided

the respondelit in preparin.z, ABE teachers to understand the importance

of the differences in planning and modifying instruction. The results

of these two items are shown in Table 10 and 11.

TABLE 10

PARTICIPANTS AIDED IN UNDERSTANDING OF ABE STUDENT DIFFERENCES

Aspect of Student Difference

swom.owdoowaoe..."-mo-

Cultural

Social

Psychological

Emotional

Economic

IIMII

/ 411
A Great Deal or Very Little or Not at A112

Quito a Great Deal

(N)

22

13 24

13 24
oa

16

TABLE 11

PARTICIPANTS AIDED IN PREPARING TEACUERS TO PLAN AND MODIFY INSTRUCTION

Aspect of Student Difference A Great Deal or
Quite .m. Great Deal

Very Little or Not at A

Cultural

(N) CO (N) CO

25 46

42

14

T
26

Sara17--------
. ...

15WEr131-60-1
2

----nr---33
,--29s

74-
33----
3-6

III
2o

Emotional

Econontia 3 42 18 33

1Represents ratings 1 and 2 on a five point scale

2Represents ratings 4 and 5 on a five point scale

40
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